
 

     Compare our KnowGIS 10 training to the combination of: ESRI's ArcGIS 1 and ArcGIS 2   



 

TOPICS 

 Learn the foundation of Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 
 Learn the foundation of ArcGIS Desktop. 
 Learn to visualize real-world features and create maps that combine data from a variety of 

sources. 
 Learn how to use ArcGIS Desktop operations that incorporate spatial and non-spatial data to 

solve problems. 
 Explore ArcMap in extensive detail and learn how to use this core application for editing 

data, geoprocessing, making maps, and sharing information with others. Explore the 
ArcMap’s graphical user interface (GUI), discover features and components that comprise 
this application, and use tools to perform GIS tasks.  Learn the details of the table of 
contents, tool bars, the data view, and layout view along with keyboard short-cuts and tricks 
and tips for navigating though spatial data. 

 Learn how to use and establish coordinate systems and spatial referencing systems. 
 Learn how to digitize points, lines, and polygon feature class using existing data as 

reference.   
 Create a feature template and set the snapping environment to facilitate digitizing.   
 Create, from scratch, accurate geodatabases and reliable GIS infrastructure. 
 Digitize line segments representing linear features. Perform tasks related to the verification 

of attributes.  Learn to use the trace tool to trace over exiting line segments.  Perform offset 
distance when digitizing and learn how to toggle between attribute values using the feature 
template. 

 Learn how to digitize polygon features while viewing an aerial image as a back drop.  Learn 
to modify a polygon’s boundary by adding vertices and deleting vertices. 

 Gain knowledge on how to use the auto complete polygon tool to adjoin edges of a new 
polygon to an edge of an existing polygon.  

 Learn and understand numerous drawing techniques including the freehand drawing tool, the 
stream digitizing mode, and tools to create an ellipse, a square, and circle. 

 Populate attribute fields, Perform spatial queries, update spatial data, and create reports. 
 Create, and mine spatial information from, and produce GIS maps. 
 Store data from different sources in a file geodatabase. 
 Learn how to build a search index to facilitate rapid searching of spatial data. 
 Apply ArcGIS Desktop tools to further gain insight into your data. 
 Set scale ranges to improve map display. Create and publish maps. 
 Develop group layers and basemap layers to organize GIS map content. 
 Symbolize features by attribute values, use classification methods, and normalize data. 
 Work with Tabular data including adding new fields and calculating values. 
 Perform Table Joins and Relates and work with and create Feature Templates. 
 Label features using attribute fields. 
 Work with map scale and scale variations. 
 Edit vector data including points, lines, polylines, and polygons. 
 Learn the process of Georeferencing a satellite image using control points; Discover RMS. 

 



 

 Learn how to create a personal Geodatabase along with containers for the project’s spatial 
data. Then import spatial data into the Geodatabase.  

 Construct a conceptual model, a logical model, and a physical data model with the 
assistance of diagrammatic representations and cloud-based applications. 

 Create a File Geodatabase that mimics the structure of a physical data model including 
feature datasets, feature classes, domains, and subtypes. 

 Learn how to decrease data redundancy by means of database relates, database relates 
tables, keys, and foreign keys. 

 Learn how to use the geoprocessing tool named Intersect to find common areas.  
 Learn how to adjust the visibility of spatial assets in the table of contents and adjust symbol 

appearances. 
 Select features and perform manual selections, select by attribute, and selection by location. 
 Create a feature template, learn about digitizing methods, and generate line features by 

specifying exact angles and line length.  
 Learn about ArcGIS’s direction and measurement systems including the polar and north 

azimuth systems.  
 Explore ArcCatalog including the Catalog Tree, tool bars, contents of folders, folder 

connections, keyboard short cuts, and the Answer Works Engine.   
 Learn core functions of ArcCatalog including renaming, moving, and organizing data.   
 Learn to import ArcInfo exchange files (.e00 files).  
 Explore and use the search window to locate spatial data.  Perform local searches using 

Boolean operations, and locate spatial data using ArcGIS server and ArcGIS Online.   
 Learn how to use metadata tools for managing metadata.  
 Create a File Geodatabase and use ArcCatalog to pre-organize spatial assets, and project 

data to different coordinate systems.  
 Learn how to import Raster data into the Geodatabase along with ArcInfo feature classes 

and metadata. 
 Obtain suggestions on naming files and components of a Geodatabase focusing on the 

sensible case option; Learn about container types, attribute properties, ranges of data, and 
short and long integers, and precision and scale.  

 Understand options for creating non-diagrammatic representations of a database 
model.  Using ArcCatalog, you will learn how to define field names, field name aliases, data 
types, default values, and subtype.  Data integrity rules are explored including the use of 
coded domains and attribute domains. 

 Learn how to define a data frame, and observe a data frame's spatial referencing system.  
 Learn how to alter cartographic symbols used to represent spatial features and explore 

different ways of viewing spatial data in the table of contents.  
 Learn how to create a custom tool bar and learn how to add tools to the custom toolbar. 
 Learn about the different methods of viewing geographic assets in the table of contents and 

explore different viewing options including list by drawing order, list by source, list by 
visibility, and list by selection.  

 Discover and learn how to use Legend-patch shapes for representing spatial features in a 
map document. 



 

 

 Get guidance on organizing spatial assets using group layers and understand the options for 
creating group layers, and scale ranges for drawing spatial data.   

 Create beautiful maps using the layout view and use page and print options to setup more 
than one data frame in a map layout.  Understand and learn display options including dim 
and adjust transparency.   

 Learn how to fix broken connections in the table of contents and understand the purpose of 
the source tab and set data source option to reconnect to spatial data.   

 Learn about the background of the map document file (.mxd), and ideas relating to saving 
map documents with relative paths.  Learn how to create and save map packages, create 
map layers ( .lyr), layer packages, and store symbols. Tips, tricks, and short cuts are 
presented. 

 Learn about how maps were created by early civilizations and how early humans attempted 
to depict their surroundings in a way to share information collectively.  Understand 
cartographic design, simplification, generalization, map symbols, map audience, font styles, 
point size, and our eye's perception of color and light.  

 Learn the steps in conceiving, developing, and designing a map product for a specific 
audience while exploring spatial book marks, a graduated color ramp, clipping of spatial data 
(geoprocessing), assigning graduated symbols based on attributes, and creating feature 
categories using unique values.  

 Learn how to use labeling options including simple point labels and appending text with 
existing attribute values.  Using the layout view, you will understand methods of setting page 
size and orientation, and inserting and adjusting critical map elements. 

 Learn how to use the expression box and selected code in a parcer window, and use a 
method of appending text phrases with attributes to create a value-added map text 
symbol.   Modify layer names, explore options for generating a multiple-column legend, add 
a logo graphic to the map, learn how to adjust properties of elements, and group map 
elements.  Create output graphics and Adobe PDF.  Work with map templates and learn the 
methods of rotating a data frame to optimize detail on a map. 

 Learn the steps used to perform an inventory. Map spatial features, generate new feature 
attributes, and learn how to use ArcMap’s editing environment.   

 Using head’s up digitizing, create new geographic information asset using the snapping 
environment and feature templates. 

 Learn how to use the snapping environment with the intention of eliminating dangling nodes 
and line overshoots.  

 Gain insight into table attributes, fields, and system variables and learn to use the attribute 
window to edit attributes and to view properties of a field.     

 Learn how to switch between selected features using the switch selection tool bar, reshape 
spatial features using feature tool to reshape or modify a feature's geometry. 

 Learn two new methods of creating Bezier curves.  
 Create point-based feature classes, establish it's spatial reference system by imported from 

an existing spatial asset, and create feature templates.  



 

 Use the Move To tool to move a point to an absolute location.  Generate points along a line – 
using a specified distance to construct points at a specified interval.  

 Learn to use the field calculator options for updating and populating attribute fields. 
 Work with tables, explore table properties, define new tables, add new fields to tables, 

populate fields with attributes, and generate graphs and reports from tables. 
 Learn the details of relating and joining tables.  Use auxiliary tables stored in both a Microsoft 

Excel format and a tab-delimited ASCII format.  Perform a table join using an attribute fields 
common to both tables. 

 Learn rules of cardinality including one-to one, one-to many, many-to many, and many-to 
one relationships. 

 Learn to use and prepare Microsoft Excel files for use in ArcGIS Desktop. Create a new table 
using ArcGIS Desktop, add new fields, and define the data type of each field. 

 Learn how to use the field calculator to populate and update field values.  Use operators for 
working with numbers, strings, and dates. Calculate geometry of features including the area 
of a polygon. 

 Generate complex graphs using ArcMap and learn to label value fields, columns, and titles. 
 Generate a scatter plot to suggest correlation between variables. 
 Learn how to perform a spatial selection and table join in preparation for creating a report for 

clients.   Learn the topic of generating a report using the report generator.  Get to know the 
document file (.rdf), report layout File (.rlf), and report wizard.   

 Gain understanding on how to georeference raster images and how to perform the spatial 
adjustment of vector data.  

 Learn spatial-adjustment methods that can be used to interactively align, stretch, and rotate 
vector data. 

 Learn about spatial analysis and techniques for analyzing spatial data, referred to as 
modeling.  

...and there is more! 
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